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Organizing Department Career Advancement Cell

Associate Dept. | NSC
Centre for Foreign Languages
English

Date 24/02/2024

Time 10:00 AM to 03:30 PM

Event Type Orientation

Event Level NSC

Venue Thanam Hall

Total Participants 63

Faculty - Internal 3

Students - Internal 60

Related SDG

Resource Persons

Sl Type Name Designation Company Email Phone

1
Resource

Person
Hiro Ishida

Founder &

Managing Director
Mosaique Pvt Ltd ishida@mosaique.link xxxxxxxxxx

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Saranya R Convenor

2 Krupesh Chandran Coordinator

Outcome

Explored job opportunities for Engineering graduates in Japan through an interactive session with a native Japanese

Event Summary

The event kicked off with an engaging talk by Mr.Hiro Ishida, shedding light on the technological landscape of Japan and its remarkable
advancements. His presentation was not only informative but also infused with a sense of excitement, captivating the audience's attention
from the onset. Ishida-san eloquently delved into the intricacies of Japan's technological prowess, making the discourse both enjoyable and
enlightening. One of the highlights of his talk was his discussion on job opportunities in Japan, a topic of keen interest to the attending
students. Their active participation and eagerness to learn more about securing placements in Japan reflected the relevance and timeliness
of the discussion. Ishida's insights into the recruitment process and his company's approach to nurturing talent, encompassing both
technical skills and Japanese work etiquette, resonated deeply with the audience.Following the enlightening talk, the atmosphere
transitioned seamlessly into a spirited anime quiz, igniting the enthusiasm of every student present. The quiz served not only as a
recreational activity but also as a platform for showcasing the students' knowledge and passion for Japanese culture. The competitive yet
lighthearted ambience added an element of excitement to the event, fostering camaraderie among the participants.As the quiz concluded,
anticipation filled the air as winners were announced, met with cheers and applause from their peers. Ishida-san's gracious gesture of
providing prizes for the victorious students further heightened the sense of accomplishment and camaraderie within the audience.In
retrospect, the event served as a testament to the power of knowledge-sharing and community-building. Through Mr.Ishida's insightful
discourse and the interactive quiz session, attendees gained valuable insights into both the technological landscape of Japan and the
opportunities it presents. Moreover, the event fostered a sense of camaraderie and mutual support among students, underscoring the
importance of collaboration and shared enthusiasm in fostering personal and professional growth.
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